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To,
The ED - Chief ER,
ONGC,

nl .

Green Hills, Tel Bhavan,
Dehradun,
Uttaranchal.

subJect: Request to conduct the meeting for pay revision of Direct
Employees at an early date,
Respected Sir,

This has reference to our meeting held in Green Heights, in Mumbai
during your visit along with the undersigned and Direct Emproyees for
early pay revision of Direct Employees working in Mumbai Region.

Due to unfortunate negations and switching over of decision an

uncomfortable situation was conceived and continuity of the negotiations
could not be maintained, we do regret for the inconvenience caused,
further in line to your esteemed authorities' suggestion, we ha'e corlected
the written consents for the said pay revision from individuals which rvas
placed in our meeting in Green Heights.

simultaneously we have collected written consents of employees those
who are regularised in oNGC from Direct Employees. The same written
consent had been collected from retired Direct Employees also,
approximately 235 written consent of Direct Employees (existing,
regularised and retired) are collected as mentioned above for your perusal
and kind consideration
Meanwhile one of the Direct Employee is suffering from critical cancer
and requires around Rs. IO,OO,OOO/- (Rupees Ten Lakhs onlyf more for
her treatment. some amount has been sanctioned to her frorn ;s"h"yog
Trust". we have quoted the case because they have not been extended
any medical facility, pending wage revision these direct employees are
exposed to such calamities. There are other cases among Direct
Employees who could not be saved due to inadequate medical facilities.
only by finalising their pay revision Medical Facility can be extended to
Direct Employees and beyond them will also cover their parents and
children.
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Beyond medical there will be social securitSr as well as €rn appropriate and
respectable weges can be given for their unstinted contribution toward
ONGCs productivity.

Your esteemed authority is requested to kindly arr€rnge the meeting in
Mumbai to continue and linallse the pay revision of Direct Employees
at the earliest.
you'

Qc
General Secretary

tI
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Copyto:
1. ED - HRO, ONGC-WOU, Green Heights, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51
2.,-GM I/c IR, ONGC-WOU, Green Heights, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51

